P.O. Ackley wrote three volumes of solid
stuff for shooters between 1959 and 1966.

bv ROB LUCAS

''SO DID YOU and Mr. Ackley ever with a new and revised explanation can't put Ackley up on a pedestal, not
solve your respective historical mysteries?" hunting partner Bob Sturgis
asked, chomping on crisply burnt
bacon.
It was aRer the New Year. I'd been
holed up with the Ackley research, so
it had been awhile since we chased
pheasants. I had called Bob and set
up an early breakfast and some bird
shooting-to come up for air.
Sturgis knows about historical whodunnits. Among his distant cousins is
2nd Lt. James Garland Sturgis, one
of Custer's doomed officers on the
afternoon of June 25, 1876. At least
every generation somebody comes up

of how the promising lieutenant and
the infamous colonel met their ends
at the Little Bighorn, including which
Sioux chief actually overwhelmed
Custer on the knoll. Bob Sturgis thinks
the descendants of either Gall or
Crazy Horse can count coup for
Custer; I served in Vietnam with a
Cheyenne PFC whose great-grandfather fought a t Greasy Grass, so I
heard a different demise for Yellow
Hair. We regularly chew on the Custer mystery.
"Nope. Mr. Ackley and I both failed,
you might say. Ackley didn't reproduce a detonation in his lab, and I

yet."
P.O. Ackley was the foremost cartridge wildcatter and experimenter of
his time, and maybe of all time. He
was a rifle builder, barrel maker, general gunsmith, licensed firearms importer, a magna cum laude graduate
and college professor of metallurgy,
author of books, and magazine columnist, all of which gave him a pretty
broad approach to his craft. You
should also know that P.O. Ackley
broke both his legs in a stockcar crash
in 1948, so he liked a little excitement, too. In Handbook for Reloaders
and Shooters Volumes I & II by P.O.
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Ackley's friend, Jack O'Connor, got
a detonation shooting handloads in a
270 Winchester; a "report like that of
a cannon," smoke coming from the
action, a cracked locking lug, and a
case stuck so hard in the chamber the
barrel had to be unscrewed. When
O'Connor pulled the bullets from the
remaining handloads, he found one
case half-full. At the time h e was
using two cranks of a powder measure to throw one 60-grain charge of
4831, a dubious practice but not considered dangerous.
O'Connor wrote it up in Outdoor
Life, warning against the use of reduced loads of slow-burning powder.
The NRA staff a t the American Riflemen ran some tests and concluded
that "detonations" didn't just happen
and that O'Connor-not by name, of
course-was nuts. Ackley jumped
into this frylng pan by providing the
feisty O'Connor with a format to

degree shoulder later in the review
of Ackley's rimless wildcats. Meanwhile, a n old issue resurfaced: P.O.
Ackley and the "fireform improved
wildcat cartridge, loosely known as
the "Ackley Improved today, hit the
gunsmithing scene a t about the
same time, the late 1930s. But did
Parker Otto Ackley or someone else
invent "Ackley Improved? Of Ackley's sixty-two wildcat rifle cartridges,
forty-two are variously "improved"
and nineteen of those are "fireform
improved," or we could say "true
improved," including the five that
are still on the RCBS Top 15 list of
most popular rifle wildcat reloading
dies. The term "improved," though
he didn't care for it, became a P.O.
Ackley legacy, but did he pioneer or
merely popularize this clever piece of
gunsmithing?
Elmer Keith did not think Ackley
had much to do with the first fire-

The 219 Zipper on the right is Improved. The
new shoulder is a stretch.

Ackley, we see that in any area of
gunsmithing unknown, Ackley simply set up an experiment, usually
involving blowing up a rifle or two,
until he figured things out. There was
one experiment he didn't finish,
though.
The reason we quit hearing spooky
stories of hunting rifles wrecked by
practice loads of slow-burning powder
is that word finally got around: Don't
take a chance, don't use reduced
loads of slow powders. But it crossed
my mind that maybe P.O. solved this
mystery as he all but guaranteed he
would in his chapter called "Reduced
Loads" in the 1962 edition of Handbook Vol I.
Rumors of erratic pressure caused
by reduced loads of slow-burning powder trace back to the 1940s, but handloading became popular in the '50s,
which is when the "detonation phenomenon" was quite the fiery controversy. While gunwriters got angry
fan mail, gunsmith Ackley got parcel
post packages containing mangled
rifle parts a t his Colorado shop, a s
often as not "overbore" calibers like
the 25-06 Remington and the 25-06
Ackley Improved.
Among the fascinating theories circulating was this one: Under some
unknown circumstance, a half-charge
plug of slow-burning powder was
blown forward by the primer spark
into the shoulderlneck area where it
wedged, smoldering, until it detonated just like a bomb. Still sounds plausible, doesn't it?
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When it says "IMP"on a barrel, it means "lmproved"-often "Ackley Improved."

rebut the NRA in Handbook Vol. I,
and he finished off O'Connor's
remarks with a short, resolute statement that "in the not too distant
future" he would prove the detonation theory in his lab.
To find out if he ever did, I spoke to
Mike Bellm, the man who bought
Ackley's barrel making business
when he retired for the last time.
With obvious pride in his voice, Mike
said no, P.O. never did blow up a gun
under laboratory conditions, but he
never quit trying. I t was a mystery
the grand old guy took with him to
the hereafter in 1989. End of story.
My historical mystery had to do
with the early part of Ackley's wildcat career. I was hoping to contribute a significant Ackley connection
to the year 1945-46 for the 50th
Anniversary Edition of GUNDIGEST.
No problem-a
half-century ago,
P.O. Ackley used his trademark 40degree shoulder for the first time
with the 30-06 Springfield Ackley
Improved. We'll look into the controversial Improved '06 and the 40-

form wildcat. In 1979, Elmer all but
swallowed his cigar when I asked
him this question: "Maybe I should go
all the way and build the Ackley
Improved version?"
I'd been reading Elmer Keith for
twenty years, but only recently had
gotten into Ackley. Meeting Keith in
person a second time, we talked
about a pair of great old wildcats
from the 30-06 case, the 35 Whelen
and Keith's own 333 OKH, and he
advised going with the Whelen
because of better bullet selection. But
with a raised eyebrow and a finger
pointed my way like the barrel of a 44
Magnum, Keith answered my question this way, a s I recall:
"Charles Newton invented the
improved wildcat before 1920; it was
the blown-out old 256 Newton. Charlie O'Neil fooled with the Improved
'06 case before we brought out the
333 aRer the war. But Charlie Newton beat Charlie O'Neil an' everybody
else, including Ackley, by twenty
years!"
It wasn't the answer I expected,

but it was definite. Of course, Keith's
opinion of Ackley was tainted; the two
men disliked each other, although I
didn't know i t a t the time. It was
another ten years before I learned of
the "Keith-Ackley Battles" of World
War 11, when the two diametrically
opposed experts built Springfield rifles together at the Ogden Utah
Depot. Now there's a subject for the
historian!
I built that 35 Whelen Ackley Improved rifle, and I was carrying it in
1986 when I heard a "hometown
favorite" version of the birth of the
fireform wildcat. I ran into a mule
deer hunter from the state of Oklahoma, home of famed gunsmith Art
Mashburn. This gentleman showed
me a pre-'64 Winchester 70 rifle in
300 Mashburn Magnum through
which he said he'd fired 5000 rounds.
He made custom 300 Mashburn ammo by firefonning 300 Weatherby factories. I was impressed, considering I
was still making 35 Whelen Improved cases the old fashioned way by
necking up and reforming 30-06 brass.
According to this source, Art Mashburn invented the fireform improved
wildcat in 1937, the year Winchester
introduced the Model 70 rifle and factory-loaded 300 H&H ammo. Mashburn fireformed the 300 H&H to his
trademark 30-degree shoulder, and it

cat cartridge, the K-Hornet. Waters
wrote this in the 1992 Wildcat Cartridges Vol. I, describing Kilbourne's
design goal when, in 1939 or '40, he
fired factory Hornets in his K-Hornet
chamber:

...the Kilbourne concept involves far
more than just a simple expansion of
a case to fit a chamber of the same
shape...in a Kilbourne chamber...firing expands the case to a different
shape. Never before, to the best of my
recollection, had anyone come up with
such a simple method of forming
wildcat cases while retaining the undeniable asset of being able to fire factory cartridges in the same chamber,
safely. That was Kilbourne's irrefutable contribution...

In giving New York gunsmith
Kilbourne "irrefutablen credit for
t h e fireform wildcat, Waters also
gives u s a concise description of
what the fireform improved idea
was all about. The wildcatter, instead of creating a brand-new cartridge from scratch, simply reamed
a standard chamber to less taper
and a sharper shoulder while staying within headspace tolerance, and
then fired factory cartridges to
make wildcat brass. A sensational
idea. The result was a more powerful wildcat chamber that would still
handle factory ammo. With his convincing salute to Kilbourne, Ken
Waters seems to slam the door
shut; P.O. Ackley was not the originator of the fireform idea.
Waters is exactly right about one
thing: The first fireform improved
wildcat was a rimmed 22 centerfire.
I n the 1930s' wildcatting was really
wild, and the rimmed case was known
to be safer and stronger than the
rimless case. Art Mashburn's belted
300 Magnum probably isn't the original fireform cartridge, but his
rimmed 218 Mashburn Bee is in the
running, as is the rimmed 218 Gipson Bee, the Kilbourne K-Hornet,
Ackley's 219 Improved Zipper, Donaldson's 219 Wasp, the 22 Lindahl
This is the place where the 30-06 case Chucker, two or three "improved" 22
should headspace in an Improved chamber, Savage High-Powers, and who knows
after creating a shiny ring.
how many other rimmed 22 wildcats.
When you really dig for the origin of
was no coincidence that eight years
later Roy Weatherby brought out his "fireform improved," you run smack
300 Weatherby with the same charn- into the concurrent development of
ber dimensions, but with his "ven- "modern and efficient," i.e., less body
taper and a sharper shoulder angle
tuned" shoulder.
A man who knows the history of combined with shorter case length,
wildcat cartridges a s well as anyone which opens the door for everybody
living is writer Ken Waters. Waters is h m Charles Newton and A.O. Wiedon record crediting Lysle Kilbourne ner to Harvey Donaldson and Hervey
with the first fireform improved wild- Lovell. I t was all happening in the

'20s and '30s; most of the experimenters were New Yorkers who
either knew each other or worked together; they were all working on
some form of high-velocity 22 centerfire; and there was only a handful of
basic brass usable for starting points.
For his part, P.O. Ackley never
claimed bragging rights for the fireform improved, while others did, like
New York wildcatter Harvey Donaldson.
Donaldson began looking for an
accurate 22 centerfire in the mid'30s, starting from the stout, rimmed
22 Niedner Magnum case, which
was the 25-35 Winchester necked
down. Unable to get it exactly right,
he switched back and forth between
the Niedner case, the 25-35, the rimless 25 Remington case, and the
1937 219 Zipper case, which P.O.
Ackley wildcatted a t about the same
time.
Donaldson was a sociable sort of
'smith. He knew everybody in the
business, and his experiments were
well documented. In 1935, Donaldson's friend, M.S. Risley, designed a
new chambering reamer for the wildcat 22-3000 Lovell which sharpened
the shoulder from 5 to 15 degrees.
The "improved 22-3000 cartridge
became known a s the R2 Lovell, or
simply the R2, and stepped up the
velocity of a 45-grain bullet to 3200
fps from a case not much bigger than
the 22 Hornet. Donaldson eventually
formed a partnership with New Yorker Vernor Gipson, and they settled on
the 219 Wasp from a necked-down
25-35 case with .015-inch body taper
and a 30-degree shoulder angle. After
this, Donaldson promptly claimed
credit for inventing both the "Modern
and Efficient" cartridge and the socalled "Improved" cartridge, because
he gave Risley the idea how to change
the shoulder angle of the 22-3000
Lovell to add case volume. What a
guyAnd so, summing up my progress
in establishing P.O. Ackley as first
with the fireform improved, I told
Bob Sturgis: "Crediting P.O. Ackley
or any other famous gunsmith with
the invention of the improved wildcat
is like crediting one or another Sioux
chief a t the Battle of the Little
Bighorn with knocking off Custer; it
was a long time ago and there were a
lotta guys in the area."
P.O. Ackley's first wildcat cartridge was the rimmed 219 Zipper
Improved of 1938, the Winchester
factory Zipper blown out with a 28degree shoulder. I t was a winner,
but a s with the 219 Wasp, it wasn't
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just right on the first go-round and
there were three versions. The wide
Zipper rim, pinched between the
breechblock and barrel, was a headspace safety valve to rookie wildcatter Ackley, holding the case snug as
the firing pin struck the primer and
gas expanded in all directions blowing out the case with it. From the
photograph that shows a factory
Zipper beside Ackley's Improved
version, you can see t h a t i t was
indeed quite a stretch. In fact, Zipper brass made after WWII couldn't
cut it; they split their shoulders on
fireforming. Ackley recommended
using cut-down, necked-down 30-30
brass instead to make his good
wildcat cartridge, but a gain of 300
fps with a 45-grain bullet to nearly
220 Swift velocity was well worth
the trouble to varmint shooters.
In addition to its positive headspacing, the rimmed case had another magical property: the rim was
a positive reinforcement of the primer pocket area which acted to decrease
pocket expansion and therefore prevent gas leakage into the breech.
This premise was one that Ackley
later challenged in the Handbook
Vol. I chapter called "Rimmed vs.
Rimless." By comparing four hotloaded 25 Krag rimmed wildcats
against his own 25-06 Improved
and 257 Roberts Improved rimless
wildcats, plus the factory 257 Weatherby belted magnum, Ackley showed
t h a t the rimless case, no matter
what the breeching system, held
pressure in the primer pocket area
as well as the rimmed case. Even
so, and long after Ackley switched
the focus of his wildcat work to
rimless cases and the modern boltaction guns that fired them, he never lost his fondness for lever action
rifles and for rimmed cases. The
Ackley recipe for efficiency-his
combination of body taper, shoulder angle, neck length, and t h e
ratio between case and bore capacities-applied to any factory-made
case whether it headspaced on a
belt or a shoulder or a n old-fashioned rim.
Ackley built a pair of 17-caliber
rimmed wildcats and another 17 on
the rimless 222 Remington, which
we'll look a t with his rimless cartridges. The 17 Ackley Bee is t h e
old 218 Winchester Bee with a
sharper 30-degree shoulder and
.009-inch body taper, necked down
to 17-caliber. Ackley recommended
simply pouring powder into the case
until it was full, scraping the mouth
level, and then cramming in a 20- to

These five factory cases-25-06, 270, 280, 30-06 and 35 Whelen-are
improved versions here.

25-grain bullet for a n accurate,
almost recoiless varmint cartridge
usable out to 200 yards or so. The
17 Ackley Hornet is the famous
Hornet case given the 30-degree
shoulder and about .Oll-inch of
taper.
Ackley's rimmed 22 wildcats in the
order they appear in Handbook Vol. I
are the 22 Improved J e t based on the
357 Magnum case; the final version of
his original 219 Ackley Improved Zip
per; the 22-30130 Ackley Improved on
the 30-30 case; the semi-rimmed 220
Swift Ackley Improved from the factory Swift discussed later with the
rimless 22s; the 22 Savage High-Powe r Improved from Charles Newton's
1912 original; and the 228 Krag Ackley from the 30-40 Krag case.
Rimmed 22-caliber wildcats look
like antiques now, but not so long
ago there was a market and a
demand for Ackley's designs. The
Improved Zipper, the Improved 2230/30, the Improved Savage HighPower, and the 228 Krag were all
matched for use in the most popular
rifles of the day. His 22-30130 with
40-degree shoulder and .Ol7-inch
taper designed for the Winchester
'94 pushed a 45-grain bullet more
than 4000 fps, which made some
people very nervous. But, post-WWII,
Ackley simply saw the 22-30130 as
the successor to the Improved Zipper
and a step up.
In the 1962 Handbook Vol. I, Ackley describes an experiment on the
subject of chamber pressure and the
strength of the Winchester Model 94
rifle. After rebarreling a "junk pile"
Model 94 to 30-30 Ackley Improved,
he fired a series of fadory cases while
incrementally unscrewing the barrel
and lengthening the firing pin so it
could hit the primer. His point: The
Improved case with less body taper
tightly gripped chamber walls and

paired with their

thereby transferred less pressure in
the form of thrust back to the bolt.
And the Model 94 was stronger than
the experts gave it credit. The icing
on this experimental cake came when
he fired factory 30-30s in the Improved 94 with its locking lug removed-no support but the finger
lever-with the result that there was
no special result but excessive primer
protrusion.
For Model 94 users in states where
the 22 was banned on big game, Ackley offered a 6mml30-30 that equaled
the performance of the 243 Winchester, a 90-grain bullet a t 3300 fps.
There were two versions of the Ackley 6mm Krag Improved, the short
one with a 25-degree shoulder and
the full-length, blown-out version
with 40-degree shoulder, both for single shot rifles.
Among Ackley's 25-caliber rimmed wildcats is one of his best,
developed from the feeble old 25-35
Winchester. The 25-35 Ackley Improved for lever-action rifles came
along about 1950, and it jumped the
velocity of 100-grain bullets in a 2535 Model 94 by a whopping 600 fps.
Originally, the 25-35 Ackley Improved was a straight fireform wildcat-buy a box of factory 25-35s and
fire them in the wildcat chamber,
then commence handloading. But
post-WWII 25-35 brass, like postwar Zipper brass, was too thin for
this treatment, and Ackley again
recommended using 30-30 Winchester brass instead. The 25-35 Improved became a "pure" wildcat
instead of a fireform improved, and
this partly explains why this great
cartridge lost popularity. In an Ackley 25-35 Savage 99 or Winchester
94, 100-grain bullets could safely
leave the muzzle a t 3000 fps. Designer Ackley went to great lengths
to explain that this was largely due

to the effect of the straight-sided
case "taking the load," flattening
against the chamber walls and
reducing thrust to the bolt. There
was more to the improved wildcat
than just velocity.
There are a pair of Ackley wildcats from history's first modern wildcat, the 25 Krag. The 25 Short Krag
Improved has a case length of 2.14
inches and 28-degree shoulder, while
the 25 Krag Improved is the fulllength 2.31-inch case, 40-degree
shoulder and only .010-inch of taper. These, depending on your ter-

Here's the 308 family, all with the 40degree Ackley shoulder: (from left) 243
W~nchester,7mrn-08, 308 and 338-08, a1
improved. At center, 7mrn-08 standard.

minology, could be either the 6mm
Krag necked up or the re-shaped 3040 necked down. Ackley's full-sized
25 Krag was too hot for Krag rifles-100-grain bullets a t 3400 fpsand was intended for P-14 Enfields
and single shots.
P.O. Ackley's excellent 30-30 Improved makes anybody's list of alltime best wildcats. It hoists 30-30
Winchester velocity in a lever-action
rifle up to nearly 308 Winchester performance from a modern bolt-action
or semi-automatic. Ackley's 30-30 illustrates the improved concept perfectly: 40-degree shoulder, .Ol7-inch
body taper, and still a good length of
neck. Ackley lists loads in Handbook
Vol. I showing 2700 fps with a 150
round-nose. Being a lever-action guy
myself, I'd prefer something like the
170-grain RN Corelokt a t 2500 fps.
Now that's an improvement over the
factory's 2200 fps.
Ackley wrote that his rimmed 30-

40 Krag Improved was among his
very best wildcats, but in its cartridge
description he points out that it was
not popular due to the lack of suitable
actions. And we can see why. How'd
you like to try for 2900 fps with a 180grain bullet in a Krag rifle? Ackley
says it's possible with a 30-40 Improved, but best in a Hi-Wall or P-14
Enfield.
I can find no Ackley wildcats based
on the 45-70 case, so that brings us to
his work with our largest rimmed
case, the 348 Winchester. Ackley
necked the 348 both up and down,
gave it the 40-degree shoulder, and
one or two of his 348s deserve special
note. If I ever build an American double rifle on a 12-gauge shotgun frame,
the cartridge will be the rimmed 30348 ~
~~
k
~land if~you've
~ ~
never seen a 30-348 Ackley Improved
cartridge, you've missed a corker.

Imagine the squat, sloping 348
case blown out to minimum taper
with a 40-degree shoulder, making
the shoulder look as wide as the rim.
This is an impressive wildcat, and
like most of Ackley's work on the 348
case, it was a personal request from
Guns & Ammo writer Bob Hutton
for the Winchester Model 7 1 rifle.
With its minimum-taper case helping to reduce thrust to the Model
71's rear-lug locking mechanism, a
170-grain bullet from a 30-348 could
safely beat a 180-grain bullet from a
30-06, going about 2800. I've read
that 2900 fps is no problem in modern guns.
And there's the original 348 Ackley Improved, the 35-348, 40-348
and 450-348, all of them with the 40degree Ackley shoulder and minimum taper. Have a peek a t what's
possible with the 450-348, which is
the same cartridge as the 450 Alaskan, with numbers that look like

those from the 458 Winchester Magnum: Ahead of 68 grains of IMR4064, Ackley shows a 500-grain bullet
for the 450-348 Improved traveling
2040 fps!
Initially, the big English belted
case, a new frontier to explore, intrigued P.O. Ackley. When 375 H&H
brass became available on the West
Coast in early 1939, and some of his
customers wanted "magnum" performance in a standard length action,
Ackley got very busy. Though it was
barely a year since the Improved
Zipper put him in the wildcat business to stay, he designed the 30
Short Ackley Magnum No. 1-the
375 case shortened to 2.45-inch and
necked down with 28-degree shoulder. I t failed, dead and buried short~
~
~
but better
Ackley
ly ~after WWII,
magnums later followed, and by the
1950s, his customers had three distinct families of magnums to choose
from with two shoulder angles and
three case lengths.
The belted case taught P.O. the
law of diminishing return with
respect to maximum case capacity:
With any magnum there was a
point, based on the ratio of case
capacity to bore capacity, when adding more powder to gain velocity
meant giving up everything elsecase life, barrel life and cartridge
efficiency. Ackley labeled most belted magnums, factory or wildcat, his
designs or someone else's, "overbore"
or "badly overbore." He tried to build
belted magnums that made sense
and which filled a market need, cartridges of better design and better
efficiency than those from the factories. In his 1966 Handbook Vol. 11,a
time when every American arms
company was cranking out belted
magnums of good, bad and ugly design, some of his most interesting
and unrestrained rhetoric shows up.
But, a s always, Ackley let the customer make the decision.
Ackley's smallest belted cartridge
is a 22, but is neither based on a
belted case nor qualifies as a magnum. I t was a customer special
request known a s the 228 Belted
Express; the shortened 30-06 case
with a belt swaged around its head.
It took three separate swaging steps
to build up a belt on an '06 case, but
with characteristic enthusiasm Ackley started with one and ended up
with a whole family of these hybrid
magnums, including 224 Ackley
Belted Express, the 228, 6mm, 243,
and 25 Belted Express. The 228
Belted Express became the best
known and was meant to duplicate
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These are the four steps to 35 Whelen Improve1d: the 30-06 case, the 40-caliber cylinder, the
sized case, the fireformed case.
the old 1938 228 Ackley Magnum for
shooters who, in Ackley's words "feel
the belt affords a better headspace
and produces a stronger case." In the
'50s, this crowd was persecuted but
persistent, big game hunters who
preferred very small, very fast bullets. And they were right fussy about
their cases.
Of his two belted wildcats in 244caliber, Ackley praised one and condemned the other. One had "the
ideal maximum capacity" for the
6mm, and the other was "over capacity and in no way compares to the
243 Winchester and the 244 Remington." The 6mm Belted Express, or
228 Express necked up, is "one of the
finest of all 6mm wildcats," while the
6mm Ackley Magnum from the
shortened 300 Winchester Magnum
case was a waste of time and gunpowder. In describing another "overbore" 6mm, the original 244 Holland
& Holland Magnum, Ackley tells his
readers about a load of slow-burning
50 BMG machinegun powder reduced just 15 percent in a 244 H&H
which completely disintegrated a
rifle, a reminder that "detonations"
were especially likely in the big belted cases.
The belted magnums we think of
today as "standard lengthm-the 300
Winchester, 264,338 and 7mm Remington Magnum-Ackley thought of
as "short," because they came from
the 2.85-inch 375 H&H case shortened to about 2.50-inch to work
through a 30-06-sized action. Calling
them "short" was accurate, but bad
market strategy-nobody wanted a
magnum that's "short" because magnums were supposed to be "big." Even
the stubby Remington 350 Magnum
which Ackley thoroughly despised
was never called "short" by Rernington. Ackley's short magnums were

right for the time, about 1940 into
the 1970s, and were the forerunners
of todafs medium-length magnums
from 264 Winchester Magnum and
7mm Remington Magnum through
458 Winchester Magnum. Ackley
started with the 28-degree shoulder
in 1939 and stayed with it in his short
No. 1sand No. 2s, figuring that 28 degrees was sharp enough up front with
the belt handling headspace a t the
rear.
The smallest "Short BeltednAckley
magnum was his 30 Short No. 1
necked down to 25caliber, 28-degree
shoulder, .024-inch body taper and a
case length of 2.45-inch, and called
the 25 Ackley Magnum. Or it could be
the 300 H&H case shortened and
necked down. He didn't like this one
much, but he thought it was better
than most because it held a little less
powder and thus had a better ratio of
powder capacity to bore size. (Question: Does a cut-down 257 Weatherby
in a lever-action BLR sound intriguing to anyone?)
Next is a very interesting Ackley
magnum-the 6.5mm-which isn't
listed in Handbook Vol. I or ZI, but
is mentioned with other wildcat 6.5
magnums. Ackley was blunt about
this one-not recommended, badly
overbore. As you know, the 264 Winchester Magnum is a 6.5mm magnum, actually a 256-caliber. Of all
factory belted magnums introduced
over the years, the 264 Winchester
held a special place in Ackley's
heart-it was inexcusable. Ackley
figured the 264 was way overbore,
for starters, and had a neck that
was obviously too short. On top of
that, Winchester had to counteract
bad case design with a sneaky double-diameter bullet that was supposed to hold down initial thrust
pressures so this lousy cartridge

could reach its published velocity
numbers, which it didn't do in any
case.
Ackley thought his 6.5 magnum
would have been a better deal for
both Winchester and the shooting
public if a 256-caliber magnum was
needed in the first place. You won't
see the Ackley 6.5 magnum in his
books, but have a look at his nicely
proportioned 270 Magnum and you
see the design.
The 270 Ackley is one of the original Short No. Is, and it needs 10
more grains of IMR-4350 to move a
130-grainbullet 140fps faster than the
standard 270 Winchester. Though
Ackley did like his 270 magnum
design, it is an example of the "diminished return" characteristic he
was so quick to point out: If one
wants magnum performance one
must to pay the price in increased
blast, recoil and expense. The 270
Ackley Magnum is a good modern
cartridge and holds up well compared to the bigger 270 Weatherby
Magnum.
Necking the 270 Ackley up to
7mm, or the 30 Short down, gets us
to a word P.O. was damned stingy
with in describing any belted magnum-flexible.
The 7mm Ackley
Magnum, like the 7mm Weatherby
that came before it and the 7mm
Rernington that followed, can do lots of
things with different bullet weights.
Case length of the Ackley Seven
Mag is the same 2.45-inch,while the
Weatherby is 2.54-inch and Remington is 2.50-inch. The modern Remington Magnum gets 3020 fps with a
175-grain bullet, while the older and
slightly shorter Ackley version shows
2950 fps with the 175-grain weight.
A 160-grain bullet chronographs
3150 fps in the Remington and 3125
in the Ackley, so we perceive that
these are virtually the same cartridge, but the Ackley wildcat is obsolete. P.O. Ackley, the barrelmaker,
found that pushing Seven Mag bullets any faster shortened barrel life
dramatically.
When you hit 30-caliber-and-up in
the Ackley belted magnums, you find
three different wildcats of the same
bore size and a bunch of confusion.
There are the Short No. Is, the Short
No. 2s, and the full-sized Improved
Magnums. The differences can be
explained by going back to Ackley's
first belted wildcat in 1939.
The 30 Short Magnum No. 1 was
Ackley's third career wildcat design
and his first from a belted case. It
had the 28-degree shoulder, .024inch taper, and a case length of 2.45

inches, compared to the 12-degree
shoulder and nearly .07-inch taper
and 2.85-inch length of the "new"
375 H&H which all the fuss was
about. The 30 Ackley Short No. 1
gave 3000 fps with a 180-grain bullet, a tad more than the older, bigger
300 H&H, but a bit less than the
modern 300 Winchester Magnum.
This was a good wildcat, but it's long
obsolete.
All the Short No. 1s with the 2.45inch case length are obsolete, and the
reason is a matter of history rather
than performance. A rifle chambered
for the 30-06 Springfield could not be
rechambered to 30 Ackley Short No.
1 without setting the barrel back a
thread; a 30-06 cartridge could not
accidentally be fired in a 30 Short
rifle. I don't know if Ackley designed
the 30 Short No. 1with this in mind,
but it's why he designed the Short
No. 2s, which have a case length of
2.53 inches, almost as long as the
Weatherby. A 30-06 chamber can
become a 30 Short No. 2 by opening
the bolt face and reaming to the magnum specs.
The 30 Short Magnum No. 2 came
along in 1946 and was one of Ackley's first wildcats following his
Ogden, Utah, Army Depot experience. He recognized his earlier rnistake and fured it, while keeping the
28-degree shoulder and trimming
body taper to .020-inch. Ackley shows,
in the Handbook, a 180-grain bullet
from the 30 Short No. 2 Magnum leaving the barrel 10 fps faster than from
a Short No. 1 with the same load of
67 grains of 4350. We can think of
the No. 1and No. 2 Short Magnums
as nearly identical except for case
length.
The 333-caliber bullets were popular for a time, and Ackley chambered
his No. 2 Short to take 33-caliber bullets. The big difference between 30
and 33 calibers was bullet weightup to 220 grains in 30-caliber, but all
the way to 300 grains in 33. The most
popular 33-caliber was 333 OKH, the
30-06 necked up. Ackley liked 333
OKH just fine and said it made an
efficient big game cartridge, except
for the difficulty in getting 33-caliber
bullets. Ackley's 333 No. 2 pushed a
275-grain bullet to 2478 fps using 66
grains of IMR-4831, while the 333
OKH took 57 grains of the same 4831
to reach 2314.
The 333 Ackley Improved Magnum
isn't pictured in the Handbook
either-a 300 Improved was substituted. But for big bore enthusiasts,
this 33-caliber magnum compares to
the wildcat 338-375 H&H, which is a

slam-dunk long-range big game cartridge. Here again, Ackley shows his
occasional lack of patience for the big
bores, saying that his 333 is "concocted by necking up any of the big cases"
and that it should be "relatively satisfactory," emphasis on the word relative.
Moving to 35-caliber in the belted
magnums, Ackley thought two of
his own were pretty good ones-the
35 Ackley Magnum No. 2, made by
necking up the 30 No. 2 Short, and
the impressive 35 Improved Ackley
Magnum from a full-blown 375
H&H necked down. Ackley described the 35 No. 2 as maximum bore
capacity for the 35-caliber, powerful
enough to dispatch anything that
walks or crawls, while feeding nicely through a standard-length action.
The 35 Ackley Improved Magnum
requires a Model 70 or FN magnurnlength action, Magnum Mauser or
Brevex. If a magnum action were
the shooter's preference, then the
35 Ackley, Mashburn, Apex, or Norma super-magnums could all outperform the parent 375 H&H with
300-grain bullets by as much as 200
fps.
Ackley could not resist improving
the old 375 H&H, as did most of his
contemporaries. He found the old
British standby overrated and unchanged since the time of his own
birth. The 375 Ackley Improved
resembles the extinct 375 Weatherby, but with a sharper shoulder
angle. Ackley recommended his 375
over the competition with customary reservation, saying that if so
much power were really needed
then his design a t least had a
decent neck, minimum taper to cut
down bolt thrust, and relative bore
efficiency. The big news with the
Ackley 375 was that it was a true
fireform improved, and cases could
be made by simply firing factory
375 H&Hs in the improved chamber. This one shoved a 300-grain
bullet out the muzzle a t 2750 fps,
but a t the expense of a 10-grain
increase in the powder charge.
Finally, despite his preference for
"smaller and more efficient," Ackley
took a couple of shots at the supermagnum market. I think he had
some fun with his 450 and 475 Ackley Magnums because the English
counterparts with their long sloping
shoulders, steep body tapers and ciga r lengths represented antiquity. A
full year before the 458 Winchester
came out, Ackley necked his 375
Ackley Improved to 45-caliber and
then all the way up to 475. The 450

Ackley Magnum has a tiny little
shoulder, more of a bump, and the
475 Ackley is a virtual cylinder. You
would think Ackley shortened his
450 or 475 Magnums to work through
a standard-length action, but he didn't. I don't think he was much interested.
"There are few so-called English
elephant guns which approach it in
power," he wrote of his 450.
We have reached the last and most
important group of Ackley wildcat
cartridges, the rimless wildcats.
These are the Ackley designs that
survived, the wildcat kittens from his
1938 rimless 228 Express Magnum.
It is time to hear from the man himself, P.O. Ackley's stated purpose
from Handbook Vol. 1 for "improving"
a factory or original cartridge. It
reads as follows, and note the restraint in the language.
...to increase the capacity of any given
cartridge through the process of fireforming, and to perhaps change its
shape to what would be considered a
more efficient one.

Ackley "standardized the wildcat
cartridge, which sounds odd but is
accurate, and the four ingredients in
the standard Ackley recipe are:
1. Minimum body taper. To
Ackley, a case with too much taper
was a "self-actuating wedge" that
backed itself out of the chamber
during combustion. For the rimless
case, Ackley preferred a taper of
.0075-inch per case inch. An improved rimless case with a length of
2 inches got a taper of .015-inch.
The improved straight case stretched less, lasted longer and provided
a better gas seal than a tapered
case. Most importantly, a brass case
with minimum taper gripped chamber walls tighter, which meant less
thrust transmitted rearward to the
locking mechanism. And a straightwalled case ejected easier than a
tapered case.
Ackley tried some interesting and
semi-dangerous experiments to prove
his point about the benefits of minimum body taper in a rifle cartridge.
Starting with that most popular of
the old-fashioned tapered cases,
Charles Newton's 250-3000 Savage,
and a Savage 99 rifle, Ackley loaded
it hot and fired it until a case backed up so hard against the bolt that
the action froze. Then, after improving the chamber to give .015-inch
taper, he fired the same overload in
this 99 rifle and the case ejected
like butter. Not finished yet, Ackley
worked up more loads until pres50th EDITION. 1996
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sure caused a primer to fall out of
the action, a load way too hot for regular use. But when he cranked the
lever, the case ejected as easily as a
plinking load.
2. A s h a r p s h o u l d e r a n g l e 4 0
degrees being best for a rimless
case. A sharp shoulder angle aided
in the perfect headspacing of the
rimless case and better defined the
distance between the bolt face and
the contact point on the chamber
shoulder. The sharp shoulder increased case life by restricting brass
flow in the shoulder area; a sharp
shoulder confined burning gas longer within the case during initial
thrust and thus helped complete
powder combustion.
Interestingly, Ackley started his
career in Charles Newton's footsteps; the first three Ackley wildcat
designs had the 28-degree Newton
shoulder-the rimmed 219 Improved Zipper, the belted 30 Short No. 1
Magnum, and the rimless 228 Ackley Magnum from the 7x57 case.
Newton's shoulder angle impressed
the young Ackley because, most
important to the young barrelmaker who held Harry M. Pope in high
esteem, i t meant better barrel life
and long case life. If Harry Pope
could resize one brass case 30,000
times, then Parker Ackley should
be able to design a sharp-shouldered chamber that would give 100
firinglreloading cycles. In the 1930s,
a 28-degree shoulder was radical,
but P.O. Ackley was just getting
started.
Before enlisting for service i n
World War 11, Ackley opened the
30-06 Springfield's 17-degree shoulder to 28 degrees, but h e did not
like the result. Returning home after the war, he moved his gun shop
around a couple times before settling in Trinidad, Colorado, and i t
was 1945 before he could get
around to fixing what was wrong
with his wildcat '06-there was not
much performance gain over t h e
standard '06. The 28-degree angle

did not raise the shoulder height
enough on the '06 case to make
more powder space unless neck
length was sacrificed, which h e
would not do. I've heard that Ackley tried Kilbourne's 35-degree
shoulder, but I can't find evidence
of it, and in any event he settled on
40 degrees as proper for t h e '06
Improved. The 40-degree shoulder
worked so well in every way t h a t
Ackley adopted i t for all rimless
cases, including t h e five Ackley
designs on the current RCBS most
popular list.
3. A good length of neck. No
short necks for P.O. Ackley, unless a
customer or a factory case left him
no choice. He felt that a short neck
was indefensible: I t put the bullet
too deep in the powder space, made
resizing unnecessarily difficult because bullets sometimes pushed
right through, and decreased bullet
pull at the critical moment of ignition. And a short neck just looked
like hell, too.
4. A correct case and bore
c a p a c i t y ratio-with
a goal of
near maximum, but not over maximum. The hole in the barrel through
which the bullet was being pushed
could handle only so much gas volume in a relatively short period of
time, and for each bore size there
was a n ideal maximum which could
be equated in grains of powder.
Because few factory cartridges have
the perfect "load density," this is
the tricky ingredient in the Ackley
wildcat recipe, and the least understood. I t means, a s Ackley tried to
explain, when you reload your first
improved wildcat case, you can expect bullet velocity to go down before it goes up.
By "improving" a rifle chamber,
reaming out body taper and sharpening the shoulder angle, Ackley
got a better and more efficient case
a s well as one that held more powder-10 percent more in some old
rimless designs. But when a factory
cartridge is fired in a n Improved

THE ACKLEY 250 DIFFERENCE
Load

Standard 250 Sav.

250 Sav. Ackley Imp.

(Grsny~e)

Velocity (W)

V e ~ ~ (fps)
t V

FL Remington 100 CL
35.511MR-4064
36.511MR-4064
37.211MR-4064
38.OlIMR-4064

2708
2727
2819
2900

2624
2640
2738
2878
2950

chamber, velocity went down because the bigger chamber lowered
loading density, or foot/seconds of
velocity per grain of powder. Therefore, to realize the full wildcat wallop of a fireform cartridge, one must
top off with more powder, use the
powder space gained by improving-use all of it, or nearly all. And
then, quite often but not always,
you achieve both maximum velocity
and the ideal ratio of case capacity
to bore capacity.
In my own thinking, my experience reloading for three Ackley
Improved wildcats plus the new
Ruger No. 1 in 30-06 Improved,
there is a sort of "take-over point"
with the fireform wildcat. It's the
point where, using a particular
powder in improved cases, I work
reloads up to maximum level in a
standard case with that same powder, and I find that chronographed
velocities are always lower. Sometimes a couple hundred feet per second under factory numbers. There I
stop and sort things out, compare
accuracy, set velocity goals, look for
pressure signs, etc. Then working
up again toward the actual maximum powder capacity of the improved case, chronographing as I
go, i t happens, velocity goes over
the top into wildcat country and I'm
getting 200, 300, and even 400 fps
above factory numbers.
As a n example, my Savage 99 in
250 Ackley Improved is a pre-war
gun with the brass cartridge counter and push safety on the bottom of
the action, so I settle for modest
velocity gains compared to what's
possible. The barrel is a 20-inch
heavy taper, about the same as the
cut-down factory barrel it replaced,
and i t likes 100-grain Noslers a t
2950 fps. There's a chart for five different loads with 100-grain Noslers
chronographed in my rifle with both
the old barrel and new Harry McGowan Improved barrel, and you
can see the Ackley Improved recipe
a t work:

BEFORE & AFTER IMPROVING:
INSTRUMENTAL VELOCITY COMPARISON OF
FACTORY 30-06 AMMO
Ruger

Bullet
ONgtGm.)

150
180

Fact. Vel.
( f ~ )

2910
2700

3046 Chamber
(fps)

UPS)

2937
2736

2902
2669

Oehler 33 chronographwith 10-foot screen spacing
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Improved
30-06 Chamber

I t takes 36.5 grains in the Improved chamber to get the same
velocity as 35.5 grains in the factory
chamber. But once past the "takeover point," more powder in the
Improved really increases velocity.
Ackley recommended 40 grains of
4064 to reach 3271 fps in his tests.
You can see more examples in the
charts on 30-06 handloads and 250
Savage Improved, 257 Roberts Improved, 35 Whelen Improved factory
loads.
There were a few rimless wildcat
17s before Remington brought out
their 17 Remington based on the 223
Duane Wiebe inspects a new 30-06 Improved chamber. This is how
they all do it.

Ackley Magnum, two short ones from
the 7x57 case and the longer, most
popular 228 from the 30-06 case. The
Ackley 22-250 and 220 SwiR wildcats
are "mechanical" improvements, as
Ackley tenned them, designed less to
goose up velocities than to improve
case life by better case design. The 22250 is on the RCBS list of most popular, so it must work.
A very interesting wildcat is the
230 Ackley. When the 228 Ackley Mag-

If you have to set a wildcat barrel back, you
have to deepen the extractor cut.

case in 1971. Ackley's experiments
with the 17 go back to 1944 and the
rimmed 17 Ackley Bee, but his rimless 17 appeared when Remington
announced the 222 Remington Magnum in 1958. Ackley was too late
with the 17 Ackley Magnum to make
the 1959Handbook Vol. I,but it shows
up in the 1962 Volume ZI. The factory When the first fired case looks like this, the
17 Remington load shows a 25-grain job is OK.
bullet at 4020, and the Ackley wildcat
gives a 25-grain bullet from 3650 to num with its true 228-inch diameter
4187, so they are about identical. It's bullets was outlawed for use on large
curious that, while most rimless 17 game in some states, Ackley respondwildcats were based on their 222 ed with this 230-caliber wildcat. It is
Remington case, Remington picked the 30-06 case shortened and necked
the 223 case to standardize the 17. to 23-caliber with a 28-degree shoulThe 223 has the same case capacity der. Ackley designed it in 1957 to
as the 222 Rernington Magnum which move a 23-caliber, 70-grain bullet a t
was Ackley's choice a dozen years ear- nearly 3500 fps, which compares to
the 243 Winchester. The issue here
lier.
The list of Ackley wildcat 22s on became whether or not light bullets
rimless cases is surprisingly short. held up a t high impact speeds on big
They are the customer-requested 222 game, and it is still in question. AckRemington Magnum Improved; the ley maintained throughout his career
22-250 Improved which is a fine car- that a properly constructed small bultridge, but not for the usual reasons; let a t high velocity was the killing
the semi-rimmed 220 SwiR Improved; equal of the slower big bullet.
In 244-caliber, we find a n Ackley
and three versions of the original 228

fireform wildcat design that P.O.
himself disliked, the 243 Winchester
Ackley Improved. It was a customer
request of straight fireform variety. I
can picture Ackley staring a t the
short-necked factory 243 and shaking
his head, wondering what he could do
with it to make it look decent while
admitting that it was already a pretty
efficient cartridge. He reamed out
more taper, sharpened the shoulder
to 40 degrees, but he couldn't do a
thing with that neck. Velocity with
the 243 and 243 Improved are about
the same, a small gain, but Ackley's
wildcat looks more "crisp" and gives
better case life in bolt guns.
Ackley gave the 26-degree-shouldered 244 Remington exactly the
same treatment because his customers wanted a fireform 6mm. It
worked out that a 244 Ackley Improved gives the 105-grain bullet
about the same velocity as the standard 244 gives the 100 with better
case life, not a bad trade. Order
RCBS 6mm Remington Ackley Improved 40-degree dies if you want to
reload for this wildcat.
Stepping up to 25-caliber, we have
two of Ackley's all-time greats, the
250 Savage Improved and the 257
Roberts Improved. And we have a
third which Mike Bellm remembers
Ackley describing as "just a damned
abortion," the 25-06 Ackley Improved. Ackley's favorite rifle cartridge
was the 250-3000 Savage firefonned to
a 40-degree shoulder and .016-inch
body taper. Agam, checking with Mike,
whose Bellm Contender Barrels is
the successor to "Barrels by Ackley,"
the reason is simple: The 250 Improved shows one of the highest
velocity increases over the factory
numbers while proving to be the ideal
case capacity for the 25-bore. The 250
50th EDITION 1996
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He assumed that guys who couldn't
understand how to fireform cases
were the same guys who were blowing u p 25-caliber wildcats. Ackley
wrote that i t was flat dangerous to
fireform the 25-06 Improved with
reduced loads, and that it wasn't a
flexible hunting caliber a t reduced
velocities anyway. Ackley's 25-06 Improved originated from the neckeddown and fireformed '06 case, but of
course now you can fireform factory
25-06s in a n Improved chamber.
AcMey recommended the 25-06 Improved for those who wanted "the
highest velocity possible from the .25
The all-time Ackley favorite--the Savage Improved. It will hold 47.4 grains of IMR-4350.

Improved steps up the performance
of Newton's old-time cartridge almost
to 25-06 Remington levels in a bolt
action, and to 257 Roberts level in the
lever-action 99. In any kind of rifle,
the old 250 Savage has a reputation
for accuracy, and the accuracy is the
same or better in an Ackley Improved
chamber.
I read somewhere that RCBS' most
popular set of custom reloading dies,
in a rifle caliber, are in 257 Roberts
Ackley Improved. That seemed unlikely because Ackley designed this
fireform wildcat in 1950, so I called
Jeanne Reilly a t RCBS and she sent
me the list. The 257 Ackley Improved
is not number one, it's number two on
the Top 15 custom die chart. One of
many wildcat 257s from the 7x57
case, Ackley blew out the standard
Roberts 20-degree shoulder to 40
degrees and reduced body taper to
,017-inch for a net case capacity gain
of five full grains of slow-burning
powder-not quite 10 percent. My
FN-actioned 257 Ackley Improved
gives velocities with 100- and 120grain bullets that make me wonder
why some factory doesn't figure a way
to standardize this fine wildcat.
I was cautious at first about using
data from Ackley's thirty-five-yearold reloading books, but not anymore.
Ackley said a charge of 47 grains of
IMR-4350 starts a 125-grain bullet a t
2970 fps in an Improved Roberts, and
it does start a 120 Nosler that fast.
My accuracy load with the 120 Nosler
is 45.514350 for 2903 fps, and this
past deer season I put five of them
into a sight-in group of 2x3 inches a t
300 yards. No wonder this wildcat is
still popular.
Why did Ackley dislike his 25-06
Improved? Remember the detonation mystery that he never solved?
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These are the 300 H&H and the 30-06 Improved, once called the "poor man's magnum."

bore regardless of other considerations."
Here, on the subject of fireforming
cases, is what the most prolific wildcatter of all time had to say: Use a
good stiff load with a medium or
heavy bullet, and save the "cream of
wheat" routine for breakfast. Or language to that effect. So you get one
less shot in the life of a brass case, but
you get headspace exactly right and
avoid a bad accident for a dumb reason, like trying t~ save money. Mike
Beeks of Grayback Wildcats, formerly
called Buzztail Brass, makes preformed Ackley Improved cases, the
perfect compromise. Buy pre-formed
cases from Mike, size them in your
wildcat dies, and shoot targets or
game right now. Mike's wildcat case
business is 90 percent Ackley designs,
and he has some modern applications
of the Ackley 40-degree shoulder
recipe that Ackley didn't cook!
There is only one rimless 256-caliber Ackley wildcat. It's based on the
'06 case and called the 256-06 Ackley
Improved. Ackley suggested that

while his wildcat might have a better
shape, the standard 6.5-06 wildcat
had maximum case capacity for the
256-bore and was more efficient.
In 270-caliber rimless, there are
two Improved designs, one P.O. liked
and the other he wouldn't recommend. He thought the 270-257
Roberts Ackley Improved should be a
great big game cartridge and compared i t to the still-born 270 Savage
round. Ackley saw the 257 Roberts
case a s the perfect volume for the
270-bore, and 130-grain bullets from
a 270-257 Improved could be loaded
to equal the standard 270 Winchester, making a very efficient wildcat.
But the 270 Winchester Ackley Improved was a different story altogether, another customer request that
resulted in a wildcat inferior to the
standard cartridge. P.O. wrote that
the standard 270 was already "overbore," so a 40-degree shoulder with
minimum taper couldn't offer much
improvement, if any.
The 7x57 Ackley Improved Mauser
is in the same class as his 250 Savage
and 30-30 Winchester-it is a great
cartridge with a significant performance gain over the original factory
round. Ackley rated the 7x57 Improved more useful than any Seven
Mag for the "average shooter." With a
40-degree Ackley shoulder and .015inch taper, a modern 7x57 Improved
Mauser sneaks up close to 280 Remington and 7mm Remington Magnum performance-3100 fps with
140-grain bullets.
And what about a 7mm-06 Ackley
Improved or 280 Remington Ackley
Improved as an "all-around big game
cartridge? They are the same cartridge, with the latter being a tiny bit
longer starting from the 280 Remington case: 40-degree Ackley shoulder,
.015-inch taper, 5 percent more powder space than the standard 7mm-'06
or 280 Remington. While the 7mm
STW is the hottest Seven Mag on the
market and is currently RCBS' "Most
Popular Wildcat," ask yourself if 3500
fps (sometimes) with a 140-grain bullet in a necked-down 8mm Remington
belted case is all that much better
than 3300 fps from the '06-sized 280
Remington Improved? A cartridge
similar to the 7mm STW was available in 1950, the 7mm Mashburn
Magnum Long from the full-length
300 H&H case, but Ackley essentially
trashed it as inferior to any of the
shorter 7mm magnums. The 280 Ackley Improved is now number ten on
RCBS' current list of most popular
wildcat dies sold, and it will climb that
chart because I intend to have one!

Quick, how many rimless 30-cdiber factory cartridges are there?
Answer, only six if you count the
comatose 30 Remington. At some
point in his career, Ackley gave the
7.62 NATO1308 Winchester the improved treatment, but he ignored the
30 Carbine and 300 Savage, and
there was no 307 Winchester until
just before he retired. The Ackley
gold in 30-caliber rimless is found in
the 30-06 Springfield.
Starting in 1945, the 30-06 Ackley Improved has had more bad
press than all the other sixty-one
Ackley wildcats combined, with
detractors usually trying to prove
that the Improved '06 wasn't even
as good as the standard model. Ackley, somewhat chagrined by the
controversy, patiently explained
that writers who did not understand the Improved idea always
show his '06 Improved with loads
that made it look bad, or from rifles
with 22-inch barrels.
I've read one or two articles knocking the '06 Improved; there's one in
Wildcats Volume 11, and I'd rate the
weird-looking test gun itself a wildcat. I agree with Ackley. Let's say it
again: Open up a brass case for more
powder space and load density goes
down, and velocity goes down with
the same powder charge. Ackley
thought he explained all this rather
well, but some guys never got the
message.
Ackley had a great respect for the
standard 30-06 cartridge and preferred it over the 270, a surprise corning from the consummate small bore
advocate. P.O. argued that "real
world 30-06 ballistics were better

than 270 ballistics, and he offered
this opinion in the "which is better:
the 270 or 30-06?" debate that's seventy-five years old and still going
strong:
It will be seen that the 30-06 is a lot
more gun over the average hunting
ranges than the 270 is with equal
weight bullets. Of course, the 270
150-grainfactory load may be flatter
at ranges out beyond 1000 or 1500
yards than the 30-06 150-grain factory load, but very few shooters are able
to hit a flock of circus tents at these
ranges without first sighting in. Within game ranges the 150-grain 30-06
bullet is quite noticeably flatter and
has more oomph when it arrives.

The 30-06 Ackley Improved adds
100-150 fps to the best handloads in
an '06 rifle and is a t its best with
180-grain bullets. At 2900-3000 fps,
a 180-grain spitzer from an '06
Improved is on the heels of the 300
H&H and 300 Winchester. Look a t
Ackley's 30-06 Improved and note
the length of neck. Ackley could
have gone the route of wildcatter
Rocky Gibbs whose 30-caliber wildcat from the '06 case has a neck as
short as that of the 243 Winchester,
but a long body for greater powder
capacity. The 30 Gibbs Improved
will outshoot the 30-06 Ackley Improved by a couple fps. Ackley stuck
to the principle that a long neck
resists bullet pull without a crimp
and is practical in ammunition used
in hunting rifles, holding the bullet
firmly through action cycling and
recoil. The one thing P.O. Ackley
was not was a target shooter. So,
like it or not, he got exactly what he

wanted with his 30-06 Improved
and happy 50th anniversary to it.
The 30-06 Ackley Improved is currently number twelve on the RCBS
chart.
In his 8mm-06 Improved, Ackley
saw a standard-sized wildcat equal to
the performance of the 300 Winchester or H&H magnums, and he wasn't
far wrong. Again, he suggested a 5
percent increase over maximum
8mm-06 loads, meaning a 200-grain
323-caliber could be started above
2800 fps, which is also what's possible
with 200-grain bullets in his 30-06
Improved.
And finally, Ackley's biggest rimless improved wildcats were the 35
Whelen Improved and 375 Whelen
Improved. He necked the Improved
'06 up to 35-caliber to make 35 Whelen cases, and then necked the 35
Improved up again to get 375
Improved, both with 40-degree shoulder. He recommended both. My
Mauser-action 35 Improved will almost beat factory 338 Winchester
Magnum velocity with 200-grain bullets. Since Remington picked up the
wildcat 35 Whelen as a factory cartridge, I just buy these and shoot
them in my rifle, just like the Oklahoma hunter with his 300 Mashburn.
Besides the four basic ingredients
in the Ackley Improved recipe, the
matter of correct headspace for the
rimless case in an improved chamber
was of paramount importance to
P.O., and to owners of custom rifles in
wildcat calibers. Ackley went so far as
to suggest that custom riflemakers
really ought to provide a set of custom
dies with every rifle, with the sizing
die locked down tight.

P.O. ACKLEY FIREFORM IMPROVED WILDCATS FROM CURRENT FACTORY CARTRIDGES
Cartridge
222 Rem. Mag. Ack. Imp.
219 Ack. Imp. Zipper
22 Swift Imp.
22-250 Ack. Imp.
22 Sav. H.P. Imp.
243 Ack. Imp.
244 Rern. Ack. Imp.
25-35 Ack. Imp.
250 Sav. Ack. Imp.
257 Robts. Ack. Imp.
25-06 Rem. Ack. Imp.
270 Win. Ack. Imp.
7x57mm Ack. Imp.
280 Rem. Ack. Imp.
30-30 Win. Ack. Imp.
30-06 Spfld. Ack. Imp.
30-40 Krag Ack. Imp.
348 Win. Ack. Imp.
35 Whelen Ack. Imp.

Performance Gain over Factory
About 5% more powder capacity
350fps above top 45-gr. factory Zipper load
Better extraction, case life
50 to 100 fps, case life
300-400 fps with 70-gr. 228-cal. bullets
Extraction, case life
Very little gain in any bullet weight
500-600 fps with 100-gr. bullets
300-400 fps with 100-gr. bullets
300 fps with 100- or 120-gr. bullets
About 200 fps with 100-gr. bullets
Little or none with more powder
300-350 fps with 140-gr. and 200-250 fps with 175
250 fps with 140-gr. bullets
250-300 fps with 150-gr. bullets
100-150 fps in any bullet weight
500 fps with both 150s and 180s
200-250 fps above 348 factory load
5% powder capacity, 100-150fps in 200s, 225s. 250s

Ackley Comment
More useful if necked up to 6mm
Recommended, but use 30-30 brass post-WWII
Mechanical advantage with velocity equal to Swift
Use Swift data and buy RCBS dies with 40" shoulder
One of best 22s with heavy bullets
Mechanical advarltage; originally a customer request
Auth. note: use RCBS 6mm Ack. Imp. 40 in 6mm rifles
Recommended, use 30-30 brass post-WWII
Recommended, Ackley's all-time favorite
Recommended. Ackley's "all-around"cartridge
Not recommended, despite customer success. "Overbore"
Not recommended,factory 270 is better
Recommended, more useful to avg. shooter than 7 mags
Recommended, 7 mag veloc. in '06 case
Recommended, excellent for lever guns
Recommended,equal to 300 H&H
Good, but not many rifles can use. Hot
Recommended, better case life, less thrust
Recommended, flexible big game cartridge
50th EDITION. 1996
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These five Ackley's are on RCBS' "most
popular dies" list-257 Roberts, 22-250,
280. 30-06 and 35 Whelen, all Improved.

Writer Lucas got good enough to chronograph without s~ghts.

If, in improving a chamber, the interior length from bolt face to chamber shoulder contact point was cut too
long, the fireform process became
dangerous, to include protruding
primers, stretched cases, and even
complete head separations. Gunsmithing the improved chamber had
to be done right with no shortcuts,
and it wasn't good enough just to wiggle a 30-06 Improved chambering
reamer inside an '06 chamber to
"clean it up." In Ackley's view, the
barrel had to be set back the distance
of one thread.
To take you through P.O. Ackley's
prescribed method of gunsmithing
the improved chamber, I chose the
30-06 Springfield and a Ruger No. 1
rifle. I'm lucky enough to live within a
few miles of where two of the best
gunsmiths in America do business,
and for allotting me after-hours time
during their busy season I owe a debt
to Gander Mountain's director of gunsmithing, Jim Tertin, and to Duane
Wiebe who agreed to cut my improved chamber as I shot pictures
and pestered him with questions.
My Ruger No. 1 was brand new;
other than 100 or so factory and
handloaded rounds fired over the
chronograph screens there wasn't a
scratch on it. Surrendering the soft
case to Duane, I noted the time, 4:40
p.m., grabbed my camera gear, and
followed him back into the Gander
Mountain gunsmith shop in Wilmot,
Wisconsin. The rifle was snugged into
an oversized Wilton vise where its
headspace was checked with standard "go" and "no go" gauges. This
Ruger chamber closed normally behind the 1.940-inch "go," but refused
to close behind the 1.946-inch"no go."
(I forgot to write down if Duane was
using the old standard or new stan-
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dard 30-06 gauges so I'm using the
old standards.) There was just .006inch between minimum and maximum headspace.
Off with the stock, action parts on
the bench, and out came the Ruger
barrel using the biggest crescent
wrench I have ever seen.
"Sixteen threads per inch, so -0625inch comes off," Duane informed me,
carrying the barrel across to the Clausing Mark I1 machine. The lathe, turning against the stationary cutter, made
a sort of rubbing sound as it scraped
.0625-inch h m the rear end of the barrel, one fkll barrel turn. Looking
through the camera lens I thought I
saw a wisp of smoke among the sprigs
of silvery metal that peeled OK
'Well, there goes the factory warranty," I said to nobody.

The rear end of the barrel complete, checked and re-checked, Duane
took the same ,0625-inch of metal
from the barrel shoulder and then
used a Bridgeport milling machine to
deepen the Ruger's extractor slot the
same .0625-inch. From there it was
back to the vise for some very careful
licks with a pair of sharp files before
Duane rotated the action back onto
the barrel to check rib alignment and
extractor function. Perfect so far.
Then the barrel was chucked back
into the Mark I1 machine for the big
s t e p a JGS 30-06 Ackley Improved
chambering reamer was fitted into a
floating bit and carefully guided into
the turning Ruger chamber to open it
to Ackley Improved dimensions.
Using a small flashlight and the
1.940 "go" gauge to make depth

checks, Duane's goal was to cut the
Improved chamber exactly .004-inch
short, as P.O. Ackley advised. The
reamer widened the Ruger's chamber
shoulder from .440- to .455-inch to
give fireformed 30-06 cartridges a
shoulder angle of 40-degrees and a
body taper of .Ol5-inch. In what seemed like no time a t all, Duane switched
off the lathe.
There were two tests to verify correct rechambering to Ackley Improved. First, the chamber being
.004-inch shorter in headspace dimension, or approximately 1.936,
the Ruger's breechblock should now
not close on the "go" gauge. Second,
with the breech locked behind it, a
standard 30-06 cartridge should
make contact in the Improved chamber a t the junction of neck and
shoulder in order to fireform perfectly without case head stretching.
I watched Duane thumb the "go"
gauge home and try to close the
action; the polished breechblock
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These four Ackley Improved wildcats were
chronographed for this article with an Oehler
33-35 Whelen, 30-06, 257 Roberts and
250 Savage.

came within three whiskers of closing, but positively would not close.
Then I tried a Frontier 180-grain
softpoint factory cartridge in the
chamber, and the Ruger's lever gave
me a light "feel fit" locking up. Perfect Improved headspace. Duane
poked the muzzle into the Snail
machine and fired the barreled-action hand-held, and pausing for a
picture, then presented me with a
sharp-shouldered, fireformed 30-06
Improved case. Now that was something. The time was 7:17 p.m.
The complete job, made longer
because of the necessity of removing
the No. l's tight-fitting rib, took 2112

hours with no shortcuts, and the gunsmithing charge was $92. Was it
worth the money? What can I say?
The work is great; the results show it.
Duane advises me that a competent,
careful gunsmith can do the same
work, but in less time, for the average
bolt action. Yes, it was worth the
money-have a look a t the handload
chart for the Ruger No. 1 30-06 Improved.
Stopping well short of the maximums in Handbook For Shooters
And Reloaders, my 30-06 reloads
with 150-grain bullets in the improved chamber chronograph 3066
fps, as compared to max handload
velocity of 2978 fps and Remington
factory 2938 fps in the standard
chamber for the same rifle. With
180-grain bullets, I get 2903 fps easily from the Improved '06, or nearly
200 fps above the performance of factory ammunition, and these numbers make my Ruger the long-range
energy and trajectory twin of the 300
H&H.
The Ackley recipe works, but some
day it will be obsolete and forgotten.
What, fifty years from now for the
100th Anniversary of GUNDIGEST,
will be written about Parker 0 . Ackley and his place in the 'Wildcatter's
Hall of Fame?" Did he invent the
fireform improved wildcat? Will they
think the Ackley wildcats was a football team? Was Ackley a great gunsmith with a n intuitive knack for
problem solving, or was he a me-too
businessman copying the techniques
of others because they paid the
freight? Maybe P.O. Ackley was just
like that other famous colonel, Harlan Sanders of "Kentucky Fried"
fame; Col. Sanders didn't invent
chickens, but he sure had the recipe
for cooking 'em!
Here's what I think, and the
answer's been in front of my face the
whole time.
Ackley sold the family potato farm
in 1936 to buy a one-man gunsmith
business in the one-horse town of
Roseburg, Oregon. But he was very
much in tune with the New York
action in his chosen profession, especially Risley's work with the R2
chambering reamer. How so, way out
on the Coast? That farm Ackley sold
was in New York State; a t the outset
of his career, P.O. Ackley moved
away from the wildcat capital of the
United States. Out of sight, out of
mind.
And, unlike Harvey Donaldson,
Ackley didn't specialize. He reacted
to 1938 market conditions with
three different wildcat cartridges in

rimmed, belted and rimless cases, all
in less than two years, instead of
spending his time trying to figure
out why one cartridge punched .01inch smaller groups than another
one on a paper target. P.O. was definitely more enterprising than inventive, and he loses points with the
purists.
Re-reading Ken Waters on Lysle
Kilbourne I see "...irrefutable ..." in
the same paragraph with "...to the
best of my recollection...?" Now
that's interesting. Re-reading Handbook Vol. I,keeping in mind Ackley's
reputation for modesty and honest
reporting (when was the last time
anybody referred to a wildcatter in
any field as "honest?"), I see Ackley
describing his Improved Zipper as
"...Originally it was simply a fireforming proposition ..." I think he did
pull the trigger on the first fireform
improved cartridge.
It's that post-War Winchester Zipper brass again, the stuff that split
instead of stretch in an Ackley Improved chamber. After the war, Ackley
had to recommend using homemade
30-30 brass to make his Improved
Zipper, and that's what history remembers: Like the 25-35 Ackley
Improved, the Improved Zipper
became a "pure" wildcat. But before
the war, in 1938 and a full year
before the K-Hornet, P.O. did to factory Zipper brass what M.S. Risley
did to the wildcat 22-3000 Love11
brass; he reamed a chamber, and
with that fat Zipper rim snug
between the breech and barrel, he
pulled the trigger to find out what the
heck would happen. Another 300 fps
is what happened, and he fireformed
Zipper cases this way until the war
production put an end to barrel
blanks for wildcatters and brass cartridges for civilians.
There, it's settled. Lots of guys,
including M.S. Risley, may have
"improved" some wildcat before Ackley came along, but P.O. was first to
"fireform improve" a standard cartridge.
Oh, I almost forgot. Chief Crazy
Horse went into the Battle of the
Little Bighorn unarmed, no rifle.
While he was off picking daisies,
Cheyenne Chief Two Moons was
zeroing in on Custer's command
position on the knoll. Two Moons
retrieved a battlefield Model '73
rifle with a broken buttstock and
rode to within 20 feet of the Colonel
and hip-shot him from horseback. I
heard that story a t least a dozen
times, no, fifty times. And every
time I heard it ...it improved.
50th EDITION 1996
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Modernizing the
30-30—

The 30-30
Ackley Improved
by David Ward
THE 30-30 IS over 100 years

old. Without a doubt, it has been
one of the most popular mediumrange, medium-power deer cartridges ever developed. And for good
reason: When used within the
proper parameters by a reasonably
efﬁcient marksman, it will take
deer with monotonous regularity.
Still, it is more than a century old,
and consequently it carries along with
it some dated baggage, especially
when it comes to handloading. Now, if
you could make a good cartridge even
better by maybe increasing the velocity, most likely increasing accuracy,
and certainly increasing case life and
loading versatility – all with only a
modest amount of cost and effort –
would you do it? I would, and I did.
Here’s what happened:
Let’s start with a brief history of
the 30-30 (and I do mean brief,
since it’s been done so many times
before). Introduced in 1895 as one of
the ﬁrst smokeless cartridges from
Winchester and chambered for
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their Model 1894 lever action, the
combination was an instant success
and has been ever since. The reason
is simple: It does the job it was
designed to do – kill medium- and
sometimes even large game at modest ranges efﬁciently. No doubt,
many companies today would be
delighted to introduce a product
that performs its intended job so
well. Consequently, numerous
riﬂes, and in recent years quite a
number of handguns, have been
chambered for the 30-30. It is the
deer riﬂe that many youngsters
east of the Missouri River learned
to hunt with, as well as the saddle
gun that most Westerners grew up
with. There are literally millions of
30-30s out there.
Marlin 336 SC and 3x Weaver scope used for
the conversion from 30-30 Win. to 30-30
AckleyImproved. Marlin is a good, strong
action, but nearly any 30-30 Win. is a good
candidate for the conversion. Have any rifle
checked thoroughly by a competent
gunsmith before rechambering.

I have two of them. One is an old
Model 94 with a half-magazine and
a crescent steel buttplate. Somewhere along the way, someone in his
inﬁnite wisdom cut the barrel back
to 20-1/2 inches (no crown, thank
you; just a trim) and then reblued
the whole package. Fortunately,
they did not overbuff, and the original markings are easily readable. It
shoots nicely and is stamped 30
WCF. My other riﬂe is a nice Marlin
336 with a three-quarter magazine
and walnut pistol-grip stock. It
sports a Weaver 3x scope on its
solid-top receiver. It also shoots
well, and I smile every time I look at
it standing in the rack because of
the exceptional deal I made on it a
few years back at a local gun show.
I was surprised to ﬁnd that the
30-30 is a popular number for handloading. My initial thought was that
the many hunters who use a 30-30
Winchester instead of a doublewhammy, smoke-’em-out-the-bore
modern cartridge wouldn’t be much
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into handloading. Just buy a box of
factory ammo at the start of the
deer season, touch a few off just to
make sure Old Betsy’s still on, and
then head into the woods.
I was wrong. The 30-30 is a consistent and popular seller when it
comes to reloading dies, staying in
or around the top 10, and its popularity is further noted by the number of ﬂat-nosed offerings in 30
caliber by the various bullet manufacturers. I suspect that many hunters are loading their own smokeless
rounds because factory ammo is
expensive, and handloading is not
complicated–and relatively inexpensive. Also, of course, for those prone
to experiment a bit, handloading
offers a chance to squeeze a tad
more in accuracy out of riﬂes not
exactly known as tack drivers.
In one of the modern single-shot
or magazine-fed bolt-action pistols,
the 30-30 becomes something more
than a minor-league player. Loaded
with a pointed 125- or 130-grain
bullet, we now have a solid performer out to about 200 yards. It is
also a player in silhouette shooting.
For my purposes here, I will deal
with riﬂes, although any loading
data presented should be useable in
the stronger pistols. What you get
with a handloaded 30-30 is about
2200 to 2300 fps out of a 20-inch
barrel with a 150-grain bullet. The
requirement of a ﬂat-nosed bullet in
a tubular magazine riﬂe and the
open sights found on most lever
riﬂes limit the effective range to
about 150 yards. A 125-grain bullet
gains about 100 to 150 fps, and the
170-grainer loses about 100 fps to
the 150-grain load. Effective range
stays about the same, still limited
primarily by open sights and type of
timbered or brushy country generally hunted with the 30-30.
And what is wrong with those
numbers? Nothing at all. The
approximately one bazillion deer
dispatched with those loads over the
last hundred years can testify to
that. Why, then, would anyone want
to literally improve an already successful cartridge that does
exactly what it was designed to
do?

Before and after. Old-timer 30-30 Win. loaded round and case (left) and 30-30 AI
conversion. Designed around the turn of the century, the 30-30 Win. has a long neck and
gently sloping shoulder and sides that contribute to case stretch and eventual head
separation. The more modern 30-30 AI has straight-sided case walls and sharp 40-degree
shoulder, making it more suitable for reloading.

By far the most common reason to
wildcat and or improve a cartridge is
to increase its ballistic performance.
Sometimes it works quite well,
transforming a modest performer
into a go-getter. For instance, the 250
Ackley Improved from the 250 Savage (see author’s article, “The 250
Ackley Improved Works,” Handloader’s Digest, 12th Edition), the 257
Ackley Improved from 257 Roberts,
the 22 K-Hornet, and many others
show signiﬁcant performance
increases. All with the relatively

Bullets used for loading (from left): Speer 100-grain Plinker, Speer 110-grain Hollow Point,
Sierra 125-grain Flat Nose, Speer 150-grain FN, and Speer 170-grain FN. The 30-30 AI can
be a versatile cartridge used for anything from varmints up to medium-large big game.

simple process of boring out the
chamber to straighten the case sides
and increase the shoulder angle, and
then ﬁreforming the cases.
Wildcatting doesn’t always produce such worthwhile results. It can
be, as one editor put it, “a useless
exercise in gun-nuttery.” Working to
upgrade the performance of, say, the
257 Weatherby Magnum, an already
overbore cartridge, is simply a reason to help ﬁll your friendly gunsmith’s bank account.
There are other reasons for wildcatting. One is to ﬁll a gap in the
commercial cartridge lineup. Very
few gaps are left to be ﬁlled these
days, however, since most manufacturers are acutely aware of what the
consumer wants and needs. Items
like a 270/308 offer good potential if
you just have to have 270 performance from a short action.
And, of course, some people just
like to tinker.
One of the best reasons to go
through the trouble of rechambering a perfectly good riﬂe to a nonstandard cartridge is to modernize
it. We are handloaders already, so
whether it is one case or another
doesn’t really make a difference to
us. But if wildcatting makes a particular case easier to work with or
58th EDITION, 2004
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Empty 30-30 AI case, hunting bullets, and
loaded 30-30 AI. Bullets (from left): 125-grain
Sierra FN, 150-grain Speer FN, and 170-grain
Speer FN. These are, in the author’s opinion,
the most useful bullets for the 30-30 AI. The
125- and 150-grainers are mostly for deer and
the 170-grain bullet is for elk or black bear.

more ﬂexible in loading – and
maybe offers some increase in performance thrown in for good measure – then the project is worth
some scrutiny.
That is exactly why the 30-30
Ackley Improved is worth doing.
The idea is not to turn your brush
gun into a lever-action 30-06 or 308.
If you had wanted one of those, you
would probably have gotten one by
now. The 30-30 AI makes the dated
30-30 case modern and inﬁnitely
more reloadable by taking out the
taper in the case wall that was so
much in vogue at the turn of the
century. At the same time, it eliminates that long sloping shoulder
and substitutes one of 40 degrees.
The process increases the volume of
the case by about 10 percent, but
more importantly, it all but eliminates that major cause of 30-30 case
retirement – case stretch leading to
head separation. The minimumtaper case also allows higher pressures in the relatively weak lockup
of the lever action.
When loading 30-30 brass in the
past, trimming was required after
two or three full-power loads. Most
cases did not make it past ﬁve
reloads. Having worked with the
250 Ackley Improved and seen that
the straight-walled case design did
virtually eliminate stretch in that
instance, I began to look seriously
at the 30-30 AI. Believe me, I was
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hesitant to send the Marlin off to
the gunsmith and have the chamber
reamed for the new cartridge. Once
done, it’s done, and the new chambering would affect the riﬂe’s collector’s value. It then occurred to me
that this riﬂe was not particularly a
collector’s piece. What the heck.
Because my gunsmith could not
lay his hands on a reamer, I talked
with the folks at Clymer Manufac-

turing Co. and discovered that the
30-30 AI is a standard, or in-stock
item. That meant delivery time was
just a few days away, and the price
was quite reasonable.
Then I talked to Jay Postman at
RCBS about reloading dies. Jay is a
master at solving those sometimes
not so small reloading problems. He
said RCBS had the dies as a standard stock item. This was sounding
like it would be easier than I
thought, which is rarely the case.
Clymer’s reamer arrived
promptly, and I took it and the Marlin to my gunsmith in Denver. While
they had the riﬂe, the dies arrived,
and I set about loading up some new
Winchester cases.
A caution here about loading the
30-30: The case walls are thin. Mine
from Winchester miked .012 inch. A
308 Win.case mikes out at .015 inch
– a 25 percent increase in thickness.
Practically speaking, that means be
gentle with the case when reloading. Put the muscle to it and it will
buckle or stretch or collapse the
case mouth. Go easy on the case
lube when resizing and those
annoying little dents in the case
walls won’t plague you. Also, a
slight chamfer on the inside of the
case mouth helps to start the bullet
during seating. Remember these
few hints and you’ll keep a lot more
cases for handloading and toss
fewer casualties in the trashcan.
Since the new chamber would be
about 10 percent larger in volume,
and during ﬁreforming the new case
would expand into that space, I
decided to load the standard 30-30
cases with a 110-grain round-nose
bullet and 31 grains of 3031 powder.

Some of the components and dies used for reloading the 30-30 AI. More modern design
makes for longer case life and less case stretch while giving higher velocities.
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Author and his two 30-caliber lever guns. At left is the Marlin converted from 30-30 Win.
to 30-30 AI, while at right is a half-magazine Model 94 Winchester with the 20 1/2-inch
barrel. The latter rifle was not rechambered because of its age.

That is almost a full-power load,
about 1 grain less than maximum. I
load fairly hot loads for ﬁreforming
for two reasons: First is to ensure a
complete forming of the new case.
Using reduced loads in the past, I
found many cases were not fully
formed into the new chamber. Grab
any powder/bullet combination out
of a loading manual and reduce it
about 1 grain below max, and the
ﬁreforming process will produce a
perfectly formed case each time.
Second, by having 50 or 100 fullpower rounds to expend, a trip to
the country allows a complete familiarization with the project riﬂe.
After that much shooting, you learn
most of the weapon’s little idiosyncrasies – trigger pull, feeding,
sights, or whatever. Besides, some
practice at targets at varying

ranges never hurts. No sense in just
wasting all those shots.
With the riﬂe back from the gunsmith and the new cases uneventfully ﬁreformed, it was time to get
down to the serious business of
working up some loads for the
Improved case. P.O. Ackley’s Handbook for Shooters and Reloaders,
Volume I, was the obvious place to
start. He lists several loads for the
30-30 AI, working mainly with 3031
and 4198. Hoping for more ﬂexibility, I began there and added BL-C2,
H-380, IMR 4064, and 4895, and
ﬁnally Winchester’s 748. Immediately, I hit a snag. For the Sierra
125-grain FP, I reduced Ackley’s
max 4198 load of 35 grains by 10
percent (as one should ALWAYS do
when working up new loads) and
still got indications of high pres-

sures in the Marlin – more than
.003-inch case head expansion and
cratered and ﬂattened primers.
Somewhat disappointed, I backed
off another 10 percent and began
again. Pressures were ﬁne there,
but the experience left me very cautious on published loads. It could
have been my particular batch of
powder, too. I don’t know, although
problems did not arise while working with the same batch of 4198 on
another project. For the 125 FP and
3031, Ackley listed 39 grains. I
stopped at 37 grains, noting indications of excessive pressure above
that amount in the Marlin. It was
the same situation for the 150grainers. Published loads were too
high for my riﬂe.
I was initially disappointed. But
then I reminded myself that the idea
here was not to make an ’06 out of
this brush gun, but to make the cartridge more ﬂexible and user
friendly. Maybe I should write that
in big capital letters on a piece of
poster board and put it right above
my portable loading table so I can’t
miss it. It is always a temptation to
push loads to the absolute maximum
when in real-life application, the
extra velocity is rarely necessary.
The accompanying table shows
the ﬁnal results of the maximumload testing, and overall I was quite
pleased with what came about.
Loads were chronographed on my
Competition Electronics Pro-Tach
with the muzzle of the riﬂe about 10
feet from the screens. As can be
seen, several powders gave excellent results, but different powders
performed better with different bullet weights.
For the light 110-grain bullets
(just the ticket for you lever-actioned
varminters out there) IMR 3031 was
the velocity champ at 2750 fps when
bumped by 39 grains of propellant.
Second at 2678 fps was 40 grains of
BL-C2. A distant third was 37.5
grains of 4064, making 2539 fps. In
the 125-grain category, 3031 was
still the leader with 37 grains giving
2552 fps, but close behind was IMR
4198 with Winchester’s 748 and
Hodgdon’s BL-C2 close to them.
Moving up to the 150-grain weight,
3031 is still No. 1 in velocity with 36
grains dishing up 2404 fps. Second
place goes to 748 and third to IMR
4895. For the heavy 170-grain bullets, the leader is 4198 at 2210 fps
with the remaining powders all giving velocities in the 2050 fps range.
What does all this tell us? First,
that, yes, we can improve on the
standard 30-30 velocities by a
usable 200 fps or so. That would be
logical since the case capacity
increases by about 10 percent in the
58th EDITION, 2004
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ﬁreforming process. It would also
be logical in that the new straightwalled case allows the weaker
lever actions to operate at higher
pressures. Great. Whether or not
any deer might notice the velocity
difference at normal operating
distances of 150 yards or less
where this lever gun is used, well
that’s another question.
So why bother to convert to the
30-30 Ackley Improved? Two reasons – versatility in loading, and
extended case life. Look at it this
way: With the Ackley conversion,
the handloader now has an extra
200 fps or so to experiment with
in ﬁnding that best load for his
before he is back down to the maximum velocities for the standard
30-30. That’s quite a window to
work within, and we all know that
rarely does the most accurate load
coincide with the highest velocity.
And with all of that load experimentation going on, case loss will be
at a minimum. Case stretch is virtually nonexistent, and consequently,
cases keep going in and coming out,
getting used again and again. I have

BULLET
110 gr.

125 gr.

150 gr.

170 gr.

POWDER
IMR 3031
IMR 4895
IMR 4064
BL-C2
IMR 3031
IMR 4895
IMR 4064
BL-C2
748
IMR 4198
IMR 3031
IMR 4895
IMR 4064
BL-C2
H-380
748
IMR 4198
IMR 3031
IMR 4198
BL-C2
H-380

748

In spite of the sharper shoulder on the 30-30
AI, the author experienced no feeding
problems with the Marlin 336.

eight and 10 loads on this brass
without a loss, and only recently a
trim. Such exceptional performance
is not obtainable with standard 3030 brass.

MAX. LOAD (gr.)
39.0
39.0
37.5

40.0
37.0
38.0
37.5
38.5
41.0
30.0
36.0
36.0
35.0
36.0
41.0
39.5
29.5
32.5
28.5
33.0
36.0
35.0

VELOCITY (fps)
2750
2509
2539
2678
2552
2369
2368
2498
2512
2521
2404
2339
2242
2215
2281
2375
2284
2050
2210
2021
2061
2072

Velocities measured on Competition Electronics Pro-Tach 10 feet from
the muzzle and based on a 10-shot average. Primers were all CCI
200. Cases of Winchester manufacture. Temperature: 81 degrees F.
WARNING: Loads tested here were safe in the author’s riﬂe. They may
not be safe in yours. When testing your own loads, start with a minimum charge reduction of 10 percent and work up from there.
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GUN DIGEST

Black process 45.0° 150.0 LPI

If you like the handy riﬂes that
shoot the old 30-30 but are frustrated having to load a case
designed over a hundred years ago,
take a look at the 30-30 Ackley
Improved. It is an easy conversion
that makes a good old cartridge
even better.
●

The results of too much force during the
loading process. Lack of a gentle touch
produced this bent lip and crumpled
shoulder on the case at right during bullet
seating. Brass used in 30-30 cases is thin,
so be careful.

